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SUMMARY 
It seems desirable, from the point of view of finite group theorists, to 
develop further the representation theory of finite Chevalley groups in the 
characteristic of their definition (say, p) by focusing attention on the full 
array of p-local subgroups (that is, the parabolics) rather than the usual 
single Bore1 or Cartan subgroup. 
The following observation may be regarded as a generalization to 
arbitrary parabolic subgroups of the standard result [3, Theorem 39(d)] for a 
Bore1 subgroup, namely, that in an irreducible module, the subspace fixed by 
a maximal unipotent subgroup is l-dimensional, and so affords an 
irreducible module for a Levi complement, which is an (abelian) Cartan 
subgroup. It seems natural to state the result first for algebraic groups. 
PROPOSITION. Let k be an algebraicall}? closed field, G a semisimple 
algebraic group over k, P a parabolic subgroup with unipotent radical U and 
Levi complement L, and V a finite-dimensional rational irreducible kG- 
module. Then the fixed-point subspace V’ affords an irreducible kL-module. 
COROLLARY. The analogue holds for G a Chevalley group over a finite 
field k. 
Notice that if V is identified by high weight A on Cartan subgroup H, then 
the module V” for the semisimple commutator L’ is identified by restricting 
;1 to Cartan subgroup H f~ L’. 
The proof seems to apply more generally than is stated above: for 
instance, it applies to twisted groups of types A,, D,, E, ; to semisimple L.ie 
algebras in characteristic 0’; and to irreducibles in the category 6 of 
Bernstein, Gel’fand, and Gel’fand. 
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The result seems quite natural, yet does not seem to appear in the 
literature or the folklore. We give a proof, and then mention some 
implications for further Yocal” representation theory. 
Proof of the Proposition. Let k, G, V be as in the hypothesis of the 
Proposition. To describe P more carefully, we need more of the customary 
notation. tet @ denote the root system corresponding to G, Qc a positive 
system, and IZ a fundamental system. For fixed Cartan subgroup H: the 
possible integral weights (written in the usual additive way) are defined using 
@, II. We assume that V is the rational irreducible module corresponding to 
dominant integral weight A, with weight space VA. For u E @? let X, denote 
the corresponding root subgroup. Then we can assume P is the parabo!ic Pi 
defined by some subset J C_ II with 
unipotent radical li,=(X,:aE@+ -@p,‘) (QJ is @ n Li), 
Levi complement L, = HLJ for Li = (X0: a E @,.). 
Also let X+, denote {X,: a E @T). Then a maximal unipotent group X, for G 
is a semidirect product UJX,, and X, is maximal unipotent for L,;. 
The first step is an easy consequence of the standard resuit j3, 
Theorem 391 for the case of a Bore1 subgroup: 
V”” has irreducible L;-socle, given by X-, . k:;. (1) 
Proof X, is a full unipotent group for Li, and (Vr I)‘] = VKn = Jr.,. :
which is one-dimensional. Thus the socle has just one irreducible summand. 
It contains V., and so is L; . V.l, whence it is Xej I V.>. by the standard resuit 
[3, Theorem 391. since the restriction of /I to Hn LJ as highest weight 
on vi,‘./ 
To complete the proof of the Proposition we consider the subspace 
Then visibly X-, . I/, c V, E Jr’,;’ we shall show that they ah. in fact, 
co-incide. The author’s original proof of this obtained the resuit for the 
corresponding Lie algebra (and hence Lie group) in characteristic &-which 
is not difficult. Then the choice of a Z-form aliows for reduction mod p* 
where the analogous results were proved (more laboriously) for the resulting 
module. and its unique irreducible quotient. We memion this since the result 
for the ‘“Weyl modules” in characteristic p may be of independent interest. 
The following, more elegant, proof (and more generally the emphasis on 
algebraic groups) was suggested by J. E. Humphreys: 
x pJ . VA = v, = vrje 
‘This part of the result was also observed by R. Dipper. 
(2) 
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Proqf: Since V= k(X_, . V,,) by the usual result [3, Theorem 391, we 
see that all weight spaces Vu with 1 -p E n\lJ must be covered by X-, . V., , 
so that V, =X-, . V,, . Now Vu-’ is H-invariant, and so admits a 
weight-space decomposition. So let ZI be a vector of VcJ of weight p, with 
A- ,u = uJ + u7 for uJ E n\iJ, a7 E n‘J(17 -J). Since the “big cell” X-n HX, is 
dense in G, we get V = k(Gu) = k [(XpnHXn)u]. Using Xn = X,U, and 
L’ E V’l-‘, this reduces to V= k[(X-,HX,)u]. So in particular we must be 
able to involve the high weight A from such conjugates. This cannot occur 
if c17 # 0; and now GIN = 0 gives z, E VJ. This proves (2), and the Proposition. 
The Corollary now follows from another basic result of Steinberg 
[3, Theorem 461: let F, be the finite field of order q = pn for prime p; then 
F, = (k)F”, where F is the Frobenius map F: t + tP on k. We may obtain 
finite group G, as GF” (and similarly obtain parabolics of G,); and for /I in 
the “restricted” range (A = Clzp’ a,,?!; 0 < a,. < q - 1, jLi fundamental 
weights), the irreducibles for G, are provided by the VF”. We get (If”‘)“’ = 
(VF”)Ll’Ffi by considering polynomial action of G on root spaces of V. 
Presumably there are many other natural proofs of the results. The referee 
mentions an eay proof based on induced modules; also decomposition of the 
kL-module V as I’, and a complement for weights ,u with II -,u 6Z LNJ, so that 
(2) follows from (1) and V, = V”. 
Further remarks. It has been observed by various authors (e.g., Ronan 
and Smith [2]) that many of the sporadic simple groups provide, by means 
of their 2-local subgroups, a geometry with some of the properties of the Tits 
building for a Chevalley group. It is tempting to hope for analogies in Fz- 
representations of sporadic groups as well. But the most naive conjectures 
will not do; and the present result also fails for sporadic groups, as can be 
seen in the (smallest) representations for the Rudvalis group in 28 
dimensions and the Held group in 51 dimensions. Details will appear in a 
forthcoming work of Mason and Smith [ 11. 
The Corollary also suggests the possibility of obtaining the irreducible 
modules V for G recursively, using knowledge of the irreducibles for he 
smaller-rank Levi complements. Details of an approach to such a 
construction, using techniques of homology, will appear in a work now in 
preparation. 
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